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Focus on the following - Zero down on the central problem and two to five related problems in the case study.
HBR case studies provide anecdotal instances from managers and employees in the organization to give a feel
of real situation on the ground. It include using the analysis to answer the company's vision, mission and key
objectives , and how your suggestions will take the company to next level in achieving those goals. In our live
classes we often come across business managers who pinpoint one problem in the case and build a case study
analysis and solution around that singular point. This leads to either missing details or poor sentence
structures. The person who has the greatest influence on an employee's performance is the manager. For
example you can recommend a low cost strategy but the company core competency is design differentiation.
You should try to understand not only the organization but also the industry which the business operates in.
Business case study paragraph by paragraph mapping will help you in organizing the information correctly
and provide a clear guide to go back to the case study if you need further information. Improvement is the
most desirable result of a manager SWOT analysis is a strategic tool to map out the strengths, weakness,
opportunities and threats that a firm is facing. Step 3 - Dashman Co. It is very short and has no references.
Refine the central problem the protagonist is facing in the case and how it relates to the HBR fundamentals on
the topic. The scope of the recommendations will be limited to the particular unit but you have to take care of
the fact that your recommendations are don't directly contradict the company's overall strategy. Once done it is
time to hit the attach button. The plant executives were used to decentralization and resistant to change. Step
10 - Critically Examine Dashman Co. Business environments are often complex and require holistic solutions.
Post to avoid the shortfall of important raw materials at the time of world war. Just after appointing Mr. The
next step is organizing the solution based on the requirement of the case. Post an effective way to implement
the change for company's growth and effective change. Step 9 - Take a Break Once you finished the case
study implementation framework. Speaks of managing. HBR Case Study To write an emphatic case study
analysis and provide pragmatic and actionable solutions, you must have a strong grasps of the facts and the
central problem of the HBR case study.


